
HOTEL VICTORIA
Königstraße 80
90402 Nürnberg
Tel: +49 (0) 911. 24 05 - 0

A3 Frankfurt / Würzburg
Exit: Nuremberg North (Nürnberg-Nord)
Proceed on Äussere-Bayreuther-Strasse following 
the directions to the city center/central railway 
 station up to the Rathenauplatz intersection. Con-
tinue driving along the city wall (straight ahead 
on Marientorgraben, Königtorgraben) until you 
reach the intersection in front of the central rail-
way  station. Just prior to this intersection, at the 
 Königstorturm, you will be able to turn right 
onto Königstrasse, heading towards the city cen-
ter. You will find the Hotel VICTORIA behind this 
tower on the left-hand side of the street. Despite 
the pedestrian zone you are allowed to drive upon 
the sidewalk and pull the car in front of the hotel 
entrance to unload your luggage.

A6 Stuttgart / Heilbronn / Amberg
At the highway interchange of Nuremberg  South 
(Nürnberg-Süd) drive towards Fürth and exit 
the highway at Nürnberg Zollhaus. Proceed 
straight ahead on Münchner-Strasse, Hainstrasse 
and  Regensbuger-Strasse following the directions to 
the city center/central railway station. Follow the sign 
„Flughafen / Nordstadt“ and at the traffic light turn 
right into the Marientunnel. After it drive straight in 
the Marienstrasse and at the end of the street on 
the next traffic light you turn left into Königstor-
graben. At the next traffic light you turn right in 
the Königstrasse and on the left side you will find 
the Hotel VICTORIA behind the  Königstorturm. 
Despite the pedestrian zone you are allowed to drive 
upon the sidewalk and pull the car in front of the 
hotel entrance to unload your luggage.

A9 Berlin / Hof und 
Munic / Salzburg
Exit: Nuremberg -Fischbach
After exiting the highway at Nürnberg-Fischbach 
proceed straight ahead onto Regensburger Stras-
se following the directions to the city center/cen-
tral railway station. From here follow the driving 
 instructions as in paragraph A3 Passau/Regens-
burg.

A3 Passau / Regensburg
At the Altdorf highway interchange follow the 
signs for Nuremberg South (Nürnberg Süd). 
From here proceed towards Fürth and exit the 
highway at Nürnberg Zollhaus. Continue driving 
straight ahead  on Münchner-Straße, Hainstrasse 
and Regensburger-Straße following the directions 
to the city center/central railway station.Follow 
the sign „Flughafen / Nordstadt“ and at the traf-
fic light turn right into the Marientunnel. After it 
drive straight in the Marienstrasse and at the end 
of the street on the next traffic light you turn left 
into Königstorgraben. At the next traffic light 
you turn right in the Königstrasse and on the left 
side you will find the Hotel VICTORIA behind the 
Königstorturm. Despite the pedestrian zone you 
are allowed to drive upon the sidewalk and pull 
the car in front of the hotel entrance to unload 
your luggage.

The hotel-owned car park is located in a basement garage close by. 
Please stop at the reception first to receive a parking token and the parking instructions.  
(Parking fees: 16,00 EUR for 24 hours - 12,00 EUR for day use only)

We wish you a pleasant journey and we are looking foward to welcoming you soon!

  IF TRAVELLING BY TRAIN …
Exit the central railway station from the east side. Just outside of the train station you will find the  escalator 
to the pedestrian underpass (Königstorpassage). Walk straight through the underpass  following the 
 directions to the city center (Altstadt). When exiting the underpass you will find the Hotel VICTORIA on 
the left-hand side next to the King’s Gate tower (Königstorturm) and the Craftmen’s Courtyard 
(Handwerkerhof).

HAVE A  
NICE TRIP!

  IF TRAVELLING BY CAR …


